Feathers

Chameleon®
Feather Contact
Points The best of the
best!

Manual to install your feathers:
1. Unscrew two of the three plastic plugs on a
Chameleon® island. Install the Chameleon® Cylinders
on your Chameleon® when there are none.

Small cylinders
included with your
package fit easily into
the holes in each
island.

2. Install your feathers using the enclosed plastic 6mm screws.
The feathers should angle out to the outside of your
Chameleon®.

3. You can work with single contact with insensitive dogs.
This can be done side by side or parallel to each other (our
preferred set up). If you set up your feathers in a single
parallel fashion, be certain to set up the feathers such that
one is one a negative island and one is on a positive island.

4. You can work with double contact for more sensitive dogs.
The more feathers you use, the milder the sensation of
stimulation.

5. Make sure that the plastic plugs are snug. After switching on your collar,
the Chameleon® will go in contact mode for about two minutes. If this is not
the case (and you have changed nothing with Emily), contact your service
centre as soon as possible. Double check the contact measurement by
putting your fingers on opposite poles. This will verify that your plugs are
snug and that your feathers are making contact and that you will have
smooth and stable stimulation.
Feather Contact Points:
These feathers are specially designed to make better contact with the skin of your dog
than you already had with the contacts you had on your Chameleon®. This design will
always push for contact with the skin of your dog if (of course) your collar is snug enough.
The contact surface of the feather contact point is designed in such a way that even if the
contact point makes a little bit more pressure with the skin, this will not make the contact
with the skin surface bigger like other contacts do. Due to that, the resistance of the skin
stays the same with the Feather contacts. This means that the skin sensation will also
stay the same. This together with the SSC is a double security (electronic and mechanical
security) to control stable sensation. As you also can see, the fur of the dog can find a
way through the feathers, so the fur is not blocking the contact away from the skin. The
point is: one size fits all type of furry
dogs—short hair, long hair, curly hair,
stiff hair, dirty hair… Also, there is no
edgy contact surface on the feathers so
that you minimalist necrosis. The feathers
are designed so they flex like springs and
seek ideal constant pressure. This
dynamic duo of the springs and the
perfect fit collar makes the contact and
the collar always flexible and optimal if
the collar is snug enough. The feathers
are under the patent of Michael and Bart
Bellon (U.S. Patent 8,783,212 B2 and EP
Pending ) and are only legal and
compatible with the
Chameleon® product.
The feathers are made from spring stainless steel. They normally will take back their
normal shape unless there is extreme accidental abuse on the feathers. If the feathers
break frequently, we recommend to use normal contact point included with your
Chameleon® set.
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